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Maria was designing her name cards. She was holding a canvas and the plate of colors 

had vibrant blues and oranges. She had decided to paint her own cards, so that when 

she went to the garden to play, she could present them to the little girls of her age 

playing there. Since last three days, she had been trying to greet them with a smile, 

wave her hand and even nod her head but in vain. She made seven cards in all- five for 

the little girls, one for the grandpa who silently sat on the bench and one for the 

caretaker who gently picked up girls who fell down. She held the cards tightly in her 

hand as she ran towards the garden. The cards created the miracle she had imagined. 

The girls called her by her name and shook hands with her. The sentence “I am Maria- I 

can’t speak but I can hear” written clearly on the card brought everyone to her like a 

magnet. She was happy. 

 

This story and other stories like these were woven in the fabric of my childhood by my 

grandfather. He would pick a pencil and draw a scene on a paper and tell me beautiful 

stories some from his imagination (which I didn’t realize then) and some from his childhood. 

He would always end each story with a moral and tell me to repeat the moral after him. 

Gradually, the characters in his stories became a part of my life and in every situation I 

would simply fall back on his stories to find the answer to my problems. What would Maria 

do in such a situation? 

 

The need to belong to people and to identify with them has always been the supreme in my 

heart. Empathy and love, interdependence and the need to live in peace is what I have 

treasured most. 

 

My grandfather would always say, “It’s easy to live alone for a day, but difficult to live alone 



for a lifetime.” I learnt from him that to create a world of our choice, we need to do one 

good thing every day. We need to assure that all the people around us are taken care of. 

Each one has enough to eat and enough to be healthy and happy. We need to speak good 

words so that only good words come back to us. If these small gestures are followed 

everyday they become habits and habits turn into values. I treasure these values gifted to 

me by my grandfather and live my life with their strength. 

 

Gretha was lying in a bed in a hospital holding her breath as the doctor filled the 

syringe. When the doctor came near her, she said, “ But, I don’t feel any pain Doctor. 

My mother just kissed my forehead and my sister is sitting at the foot of the bed smiling 

at me. This wound will heal with your care and their love. I am not suffering.” The 

doctor was amazed at the little girl’s display of courage and emotion. He smiled at her 

and said, “This is not for you but for your dear mother and your sister who want you to 

sleep peacefully for a while. When you get up all of you can go home and have food 

together.” 

 

This story helped me to understand the love of Gretha for her family; her strength to 

overcome her pain and smile to make them smile. I wish to create a society free of suffering 

and pain. A society filled with love for each other. A society where no one lives alone and 

everyone is happy. I have started my own Oldy Goldy Clubs all over the world where senior 

citizens spend time with children and guide their path. I have also started ‘Save farmers and 

farms” campaign to help the farmer friends understand and implement zero pesticide 

organic farming methods. I have also started an ‘anti bullying’ campaign to help the children 

in need. 

 

One happy person can create a happy world around him. My value fabric is beautifully 

woven with colourful threads of wisdom from my grandfather. May Peace prevail on Earth! 


